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Local 249 members study local contract highlights at Winnetonka High School Oct.
20 before voting to ratify the contract. Photo by Don Lehman.
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UAW-Ford Joint Programs

Local 249 members vote on local contract at Winnetonka High School Oct. 20. Some
83 percent of members who work in production voted to ratify the contract, while 70
percent of skilled trades voted in favor. Photo by Don Lehman.

Apprentice Training
Cortez Bradley 816-459-2060
Benefits
Steve Hibbs, Derron Joyner and Jason Hartman 816-454-6333
Employee Involvement
Chad Troncin 816-459-1372
Darroyce Thornton 816-459-1490
Employee Support Services
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Health and Safety
Ed Samborski 816-459-1210 • Terry Tharp 816-459-1407
Ulysses Bales 816-459-1605 • Joe Camper 816-459-5559
Dave Sambol 816-459-1223
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Helpful Numbers

Quality Hotline 1-866-723-3937
Employee Health Services 816-459-1226
National Employee Service Center 1-800-248-4444
Blue Care 816-395-2700
Blue Cross PPO 1-800-482-5146
Preferred Care Blue PPO 816-395-3193
Child Care Referrals 866-327-7952
UNICARE Life Insurance 1-800-843-8184
UNICARE Medical/Disability Leave Claims 1-877-475-9652
Delta Dental (Active) 844-223-8520
Delta Dental (Retired) 800-524-0149
United Concordia Dental Plan 1-800-937-6432
Ford A,X,& Z Plan 1-800-348-7709
www.fordvehicleprograms.com
UAW-Ford Legal Services 800-482-7700
UAW-Ford TESPHE 1-800-248-4444

Members of Local 249’s Recreation Committee helped to clean up litter in Macken
Park as part of a community improvement project Oct. 20. Macken Park is a 60 acre
park in North Kansas City.
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Labor News From the World Wide Web

The Picket Line

UAW Mack Truck workers sacrifice for fair
pay, benefits and job security protections

A

The Trump NLRB’s attack on workers’ rights
By Celine McNicholas, Margaret Poydock, and Lynn Rhinehart

U

nder the Trump administration, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
has systematically rolled back workers’ rights to form unions and engage
in collective bargaining with their employers, to the detriment of workers,
their communities, and the economy.
The Trump board has issued a se- input through amicus briefs before
ries of significant decisions weakening reversing precedent.
worker protections under the National
The manner and speed with which
Labor Relations Act. Further, the board the Trump board has reversed precedent
has engaged in an unprecedented lays bare their anti-worker, anti-union
number of rulemakings aimed at agenda. And, disturbingly, more decioverturning existing worker protec- sions are on the horizon, with the Trump
tions. Finally, the Trump NLRB general GC urging the board to change the law in
counsel has advanced policies that favor of corporations and against workleave fewer workers protected by the ers in numerous other cases.
NLRA and has advocated for changes
The Trump board has weakened
in the law that roll back workers’ rights. workers’ rights to organize and engage
The Trump board and GC have el- in collective bargaining in every posevated corporate interests above those sible area—in the scope of workers
of working men and women and have covered under the law, in the definition
routinely betrayed the statute they of what activity is protected under the
are responsible for administering and law, in workers’ ability to communicate
enforcing. This paper highlights the with their co-workers about workplace
most egregious actions of the Trump issues, in workers’ ability to decide
board and GC and evaluates the im- which group of co-workers to organize
pact on working people. It is critical and bargain with, and in workers’ abilthat Congress hold the Trump NLRB ity to strike to achieve their goals. At
accountable and that policymakers the same time, the Trump board has
prioritize legislative reforms that will given employers new tools to restrict
restore the original promise of our communications by workers and
nation’s labor law—to encourage and unions, and to undermine collective
promote the formation of unions and bargaining relationships by making
the practice of collective bargaining.
unilateral changes and refusing to
The Trump board has repeatedly recognize incumbent unions.
reversed long-standing board precIn a trio of decisions, the Trump
edent, weakening workers’ rights and board overturned long-settled law
giving more power to employers. In and announced new rules to make it
the two years that Republicans have far more difficult for employees and
held the majority on the board, they union organizers to talk with employhave overturned NLRB precedent in ees at the workplace about forming
more than a dozen cases. All of these a union and to engage consumers in
decisions overturning precedent favor support of their efforts. These decisions
employers. None favor workers or greatly exacerbate an imbalance that
unions. In none of these cases did the already disadvantages workers and
Trump board follow the NLRB’s long- unions when it comes to workplace
standing practice of seeking public communications.

pproaching a week, UAW Mack Truck workers continue to strike for fair
pay, benefits and job security protections.
“We appreciate the picket line solidarity of our members across three states
and six locations as they work for a fair contract,” said UAW Secretary-Treasurer
Ray Curry, director of the UAW Heavy Truck Department.
Curry said there has been an outpouring of community support. “It is not easy
to strike – on workers, on their families, and on their communities,” said Curry.
“Public support means so much in a time of struggle for what is right.”
Bargaining will restart on Monday and Curry said he hopes for progress with
Mack Truck executives.
“Mack Truck members want a new agreement that is in their best interest. Our members and the company’s employees deserve job security for
the future.”
Curry reiterated that UAW members get up every day and put in long hard
hours of work from designing to building Mack trucks. “UAW members carry on
their shoulders the profits of Mack and they are simply asking for dignity, fair
pay and job protections.”
“The last four years we have helped Mack Truck make significant profit
through our work,” said Doug Irvine, President of Local 2301 and President of
the Mack Truck Council. “All we are asking is that the company treat us with the
dignity and respect we deserve in making them successful.”
Mack Truck has plants in Allentown, PA; Middletown, PA; Hagerstown, MD;
Baltimore, MD; and Jacksonville, FL. — UAW

UAW reaches contract deal with 850 Aramark
workers at GM plants

T

he United Auto Workers union on Oct. 17 reached a tentative agreement
for a new contract covering 850 Aramark employees who work at General
Motors plants in Ohio and Michigan in maintenance, two sources briefed on
the matter said.
The UAW’s national council has been delaying for hours a vote on a separate
tentative agreement reached Wednesday with GM covering 48,000 hourly workers as talks continued with Aramark.
The UAW did not want members to be forced to cross Aramark picket lines
to return to work, sources said. GM and Aramark workers went on strike in midSeptember. — Reuters

UAW reaches agreement with General
Dynamics

U

AW members at General Dynamics Corporation have announced that they
have reached tentative agreement Oct. 21.
“The bargaining committees at General Dynamics have worked hard to
reach a fair agreement for our members that protects job security, wages and
benefits,” said UAW Secretary-Treasurer Ray Curry, director of the UAW General
Dynamics Department.
General Dynamics is the fifth largest defense contractor in the United States
and has UAW members at manufacturing plants in Lima, Oh, Scranton, PA and
Sterling Heights, MI.
Details of the contract will be withheld until UAW members can be briefed
on the Tentative Agreement prior to ratification. “Out of respect for our members we will refrain on discussing details publicly until they can be fully briefed.
Ultimately it is our members contract, and UAW General Dynamic members will
make the final decision as they vote.” — UAW
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Stand Up KC joins UAW Local 31 strikers that have been picketing for weeks for better wages at the General Motors Fairfax Assembly Plant.

Paying it forward pays off

L

By Pat Hayes

ocal 249 members have been standing shoulder to shoulder with fast
food workers since 2012. They are fighting for $15 an hour and a union
to represent them. We are standing with them because, as working
people, we are all fighting for the same things: Dignity. A voice on the job.
A decent life for our families. A future for our children. A better America.
Hundreds of our members have
Like the great labor leaders from
joined rallies, marched in the streets Local 249’s past, today’s members
and assisted with strikes at area fast paid it forward with fast food workers
food restaurants such as McDonald’s, with no expectation that they would
Burger King and Taco Bell. We’ve ever be able to pay us back. They did
defended workers who have been it because they hoped their example
illegally fired for their union activism. would spread beyond themselves to
A number of Local 249 members have create a stronger labor movement.
even been arrested for participating They did it, because it’s the right
in peaceful civil disobedience to de- thing to do.
mand fair treatment for these workers.
Like solidarity, the concept of
Autoworkers have a strong tradi- paying it forward has been around
tion of solidarity with other workers. for a long time, but it was given fresh
Here in Kansas City that goes back to momentum by the 2000 film by Mimi
the 1937 sit-down strike at the old Leder, “Pay it Forward,” starring Helen
Ford Motor Kansas City Assembly Hunt, Kevin Spacey and Haley Joel
Plant, then located on Winchester Osment.
Ave. Once the sit-downers demands
In the film, a social studies teachwere met, they marched out of the er, played by Kevin Spacey, gives an
plant to lend their support to striking assignment to his junior high school
workers at the nearby Butler Manu- class to think of an idea to change
facturing plant.
the world for the better and put
The early leaders of Local 249, it into action. One of his students,
like President Baron DeLouis and L.E. Trevor, a 12-year-old boy played by
Gimpline, were beaten and nearly Haley Joel Osment, comes up with a
killed by company thugs when they plan for paying forward favors that
traveled to Texas to organize workers blossoms into a nation-wide wave of
at the Ford plant there.
human kindness.
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Like the movie, fast food workers
are now paying forward the support
they received from Local 249 to Local 31 members who are on strike
– alongside 49,000 UAW members
who work for General Motors – at the
GM Fairfax Assembly Plant in Kansas
City, Kansas.
Fast food workers organized
by Stand Up KC have been among
the most active and visible support
groups joining striking autoworkers
on the picket line at Fairfax.
In addition to their presence on
the picket line, Stand Up KC organizers worked with the leadership of
Local 31 to hold a news conference
outside the plant featuring clergy
members from a number of different
faiths. This news conference made
the point that GM’s treatment of its
workers is immoral and unjust. They
also pointed out that the battle is
bigger than the UAW and GM. It goes
to the root of the growing problem
of inequality in our country.
This support – this solidarity from
fast food workers, other unions, and
community – is critically important
to the striking GM workers. While the
company stalls, workers have gone
many weeks without a paycheck.
Bills come due. Groceries have to be
bought. This is the hard reality, especially for temps and in-progression

members who don’t earn much to
begin with. Without this support, the
resolve of our brothers and sisters at
Local 31 could begin to waver.
The support from fast food workers and others also sends a message
to General Motors that the strike has
wide support. That puts pressure on
them to reach a fairer settlement.
The strike at GM is incredibly
important, not just to UAW members, but to America’s working class
as a whole. If we lose, it means that
the gap between the haves and the
have nots will grow. It means that the
pace of offshoring work will increase.
It means that working people will
grow poorer.
If we win, that will convince workers in other industries that it is possible
to fight and to win. It will mean that
the union movement will begin to
grow and regain the power it once
had. It means that wages – which have
stagnated for decades – will go up.
Benefits such as health care insurance,
pensions and cost of living increases
will at last begin to catch up with the
needs of working families. It means
that America will have a brighter future
in which all workers are fairly rewarded
for the contributions they make.
Turns out, paying it forward isn’t
just the right thing, it’s also the smart
thing.

Nicole Galloway, Missouri state auditor and candidate for Governor addresses women gathered at the first annual CLUW brunch celebrating working women held at the
Local 8 Plumbers Union.

Brunch with a powerful purpose

O

By Chrissy Kline

n Saturday, October 12th the Coalition of Labor Union Women
(CLUW) held its first annual brunch celebrating working women. The
event started as a fundraising opportunity for the Greater Kansas
City chapter of CLUW and turned into a Saturday of solidarity for the women
in attendance.
Of the nearly 150 women in at- holds the title of vice president of
tendance, unions were represented the local chapter of CLUW and is a
from many different sections of member of UAW Local 31. A collecour communities; from painters to tion was done prior to the brunch to
plumbers, postal workers to auto- purchase gift cards for groceries that
workers, from politicians to social were then distributed to women from
Stand Up KC and UAW Local 31 that
justice warriors.
Speakers included Missouri State had been out on strike.
Representative Judy Morgan was
Auditor and Governor elect Nicole
recognized
with the Chere Chaney
Galloway, Missouri State Senator LauAward
and
Sharon Al-Uqdah was
ren Arthur, Cecilia Besler Pattin from
awarded
the
Woman Labor Advocate
Jobs with Justice and Kimberly Lawfor
2019.
son from Stand Up KC who brought
These women, along with the
her daughter with her to enjoy the
speakers
in attendance all come from
brunch. Representatives Mark Eldifferent
walks
of life and shared differlebracht, Keri Ingle and Wes Rogers
were joined by other local unions to ent messages, but joined in solidarity
have tables donated to women from as women working for a better future.
Shirley Mata, CAP Committee ChairperUAW Local 31 and Stand Up KC.
The brunch itself was not ca- son was co-chair for this event.
“Each woman there was treated
tered, it was a homemade feast
cooked by Krystal Dougherty who as an equal and empowered to be

herself, if for no other time in their
lives than for that day,” she said.
CLUW is a nonpartisan organization formed in 1974 and to date it is
considered America’s only national
organization for union women specifically. Their primary mission is to unify all
union women in a working organization
to determine the common problems
and concerns women face and to
develop action programs within the
framework of our individual unions.
CLUW has members from 54
international and national unions
across the United States and Canada.
This network allows the organization a broader look at the scope and
depth of issues faced by working
women today and addresses them at
conventions held each year.
During the founding convention held in Chicago, Illinois, CLUW
adopted four basic goals of action:
to promote affirmative action in the
workplace; to strengthen the role of
women in unions; to organize the
unorganized women; and to increase
the involvement of women in the
political and legislative process.

These specific goals were all represented at this brunch held for working women. If CLUW sounds like the
type of organization that you would
be interested in being part of then
you can find more information on
the national organization at CLUW.
org as well as on the Greater Kansas
City CLUW chapter at http://www.
gkccluw.org/.
Women who are members of a
union or an organization with a collective bargaining unit are able to apply for membership with full voting
rights and a voice in policy designs.
Women who are not members
of a union or collective bargaining
organization or men who are interested in supporting working women
are still able to join at the regular
member rate but are not permitted
voting rights and cannot take part in
policy design.
Take the opportunity to learn
more about this great organization
and to network with other women in
the working class, the political arena
and fighting for social justice around
the country.
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UAW Local 249 Bargaining Committee members Dean Freed, left to right, Don Picard, Steve Chorbak, Chairman Jim Fisher, skilled trades Bargaining Committeeman Ron
Pangborn, Chad Troncin, and President Jason Starr answer member questions about the local contract. Photo by Don Lehman.

Members ratify new local contract at KCAP

L

By Gwen Starkey

ocal 249 members overwhelmingly ratified the new local contract for
KCAP in voting that took place on Oct. 20 at Winnetonka High School.
This year Local 249 bargaining team members offered a two-day question and answer session at the union hall on Oct.14 and 15 as well as on the
day of the vote to explain the tentative local contract to members so they
would have a better understanding of the issues before they voted.
“It was a very difficult process,” drawn out process.”
Local 249 Bargaining Chairman Jim
“I’m proud of our Bargaining
Fisher said. “We started taking contract team; they did a phenomenal job,”
proposals last year, so this is something UAW Local 249 President Jason Starr
our team has been working on for said. Jim Fisher set the tempo right
months, and just because we offer our out of the starting gate and they
proposals doesn’t mean the company declared that this wasn’t going to be
automatically accepts them. It’s some- a concessionary agreement and that
what like a grievance procedure where was the vibe for the entire time. Once
we have to provide documentation the company finally realized that we
and facts, which our bargainers and weren’t playing around, we got a good
committeemen did a great job with, agreement that I think the members
and present them to the company.”
are going to like.”
“It’s always contentious when
Our local agreement outlines the
you’re bargaining for the contract,” day-to-day operating procedures in
Bargaining Committeeman Steve our plant and our bargaining team
Chorbak said. “The company has their was successful in several areas. The
agenda and we have ours and we top two proposals that were turned
always try to make it better for the in by membership were to address
membership, so it’s definitely a long the early breaks and the calendar
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program. The overtime agreement
for skilled trades was also a major
contention. “All of these issues were
addressed in our new agreement. We
felt that we were very successful in
those areas and many others,” Fisher
said. “It was a significant win for us.”
Our bargaining team also got the
company to commit to future investments in KCAP at the local level. We
will be receiving 11 more ice machines
that will be year around, 15 new picnic
tables, new televisions in the break
rooms and new call boxes at the
turnstiles. Something a little different
was also included in this contract. “We
wanted to do something special for
the members because no one ever
tells them thank you,” Fisher said.
One of the ideas they came up
with was the Holiday Lunch Appreciation where the company will provide
an additional 15 minutes of paid time
adjacent to the normal scheduled
lunch period on the last working day
prior to Thanksgiving and Christmas.
“It’s an opportunity for the membership to spend more time bonding

together,” Bargaining Committeeman
Dean Freed said. “A lot of areas have a
dinner, and this gives them more paid
time to enjoy a meal with everyone
and feel like a family. Realistically,
where do we spend most of our time
at, it’s here at Ford Motor Company.”
Having this added time may also
increase plant camaraderie and solidarity. “Being able to spend this extra
time with your coworkers and friends
in other zones is great,” Fisher said.
“There’s nothing better than enjoying
a dinner with folks that you work with.
It’s fun and relaxing and everyone is
festive talking about the upcoming
holidays and vacations.”
Some may wonder why it’s important to have a new local agreement
verses status quo. “It’s important to
all of us,” Dean Freed said. To not have
one or to continue using the previous
agreement would deaden the morale
of our membership.”
“Your plant changes over four
years,” Bargaining Committeeman Don
Picard said. “Things what were relevant
on the last contract may not be appli-

cable today. Just the technology alone
has evolved over time and now we bid
online so having a TV in every break
room running a scroll of job bids and
other information makes it easier than
making a trip to Labor Relations to find
a list or sign or place a bid.”
“There were many members that
were asking why we ratified the local agreement before the national
agreement,” Fisher said. “We have a
very young membership with many
members having only five or six years
seniority, and some don’t really understand the difference between the local
and the national.”
“I’m thrilled with the agreement
that these guys got. We spoke with
International and they said if we have
a deal that we are happy with then go
ratify it. We have spent a lot of time
on the floor, held several educational
classes that along with our ratification
meeting, was designed to teach the
membership that this is what the local does and this is what the national
agreement does. At the local level,
we don’t negotiate wage issues we
don’t negotiate temporary workers or
healthcare co-pays. This has created
a lot of good communications and
people understand and appreciate
more of what these guys do every day.”
“I’m appreciative of what you’re
doing,” Truck Trim C-Crew member
Charlette Copridge said. “I have been
here almost five years; I didn’t know the
difference between the local and the
national agreements. Coming to these
classes gives me an understanding of
what it is and what they deal with. I’m
thankful for the language regarding
the medical / restroom pass because it
was so vague. This gives us a guideline
of what to go by. I’m appreciative of
everything you guys accomplished and
for the extra 15 minutes for the holiday.
I’m very happy so thank you guys.”
Our bargaining team was really on
track. They all have experience, have
been friends for a very long time and
work great together as a group. “These
guys did really well,” Starr said. “They
took the proposals that the membership identified and with all of us coming from the Final area, knowing what
it’s like to get your breaks screwed with
and your calendar shut down, we know
what that’s like. So, they took the proposals that were turned in, put a plan
together, and they delivered on every
one of those issues.”
A big change this go around
was meeting at the Local 249 Union
Hall for negotiations. Maybe a small
benefit for our team, but definitely a
nicer more comfortable atmosphere
with home field advantage. Thank
you, leadership team, for having all
of our backs.

Local Agreement Highlights
•

Calendar Program: Maintain a minimum number of 8 percent off for each zone for vacation, paid personal and family days. This will not exclude unpaid days as long as it does not
negatively impact production. Medicals will no longer be included as part of the calendar
program. The negotiators were able to remove the language “medical leaves are counted
on a one for one basis in each zone”.

•

Lunch/Break Periods: The Company may only change 1 break or lunch period per shift/crew
after a 15 minute loss of production in the affected department has occurred. Stamping,
Body, Paint, Trim and Chassis are now all defined as separate departments.

•

Voucher/Uniform Program: All employees not in Paint or Skilled Trades will be offered a
$300 voucher to purchase. American made/Union made work apparel through a Company
approved vendor. These employees will no longer be eligible to participate in the coverall
program. All employees in Paint or Skilled Trades will be offered $100 voucher to purchase
American made/Union made work apparel through a Company approved vendor. Paint
Members and Skilled Trades Members did not get the full voucher because they are required to wear coveralls.

•

Skilled Trades Overtime Agreement: In the event that the overtime spread exceeds 100
hours within the classification and shift/crew the low hour employee within the classification and shift/crew on a plant wide basis until the overtime spread is equal or less than
100 hours within the classification and shift/crew.

•

Skilled Trades Overtime Pass: An employee who desires to equalize overtime on any shift/
crew must make their intentions known by submitting an electronic request on the KCAP
website by the end of the employee’s regular shift/crew on Tuesday, one (1) week prior to
the week to be scheduled. The pass will be completed and published a week in advance.
After the pass has been published if changes are required the employee will have the
ability to refuse the overtime without incurring a triple charge with advanced notice. An
employee will be charged overtime whether worked or not provided work was available
and they would have been eligible to work.

•

Releasing Employees to Medical/Restroom: The Company has the responsibility to provide
a pass to medical, if requested, or relief to go to the restroom as soon as possible (anticipated to be within twenty (20) minutes from the time of request).

•

O.I.S. Sheets: No O.I.S. sheets will be changed without signatures of notification by the
IE, Supervisor, Operator and District Committeeperson. This will remain on the operator’s
work station.

•

Holiday Lunch Appreciation: The Company will provide an additional fifteen (15) minutes
of paid time adjacent to the normally scheduled lunch period on the last working day prior
to the Thanksgiving Holiday and the Christmas Holiday period.

•

Hours in Excess of 10 Per Shift/Crew: Mandatory daily overtime beyond 10 hours will be
used if the production number has not been met. Mandatory overtime beyond 10 hours
will not be used to fill additional parts/units to the kitties or overhead lines above the
production requirements. (For alternative work schedules only.)

•

Payroll Provisions: Adjustments to be included in regular payroll must be received
by 9:00 am CST on Monday. Adjustments as a separate payment must be received
by 9:00 am CST on Wednesday. Employees must complete the “Special Check Request” option on the Past Period Pay Adjustment Form. All pay adjustments will be
processed via direct deposit or pay card in line with how regular pay is processed.
This only represents a small number of the gains and changes that our great UAW Local
249 bargaining team secured for us here at KCAP. If you wish to see the changes in their
entirety please come to the UAW Local 249 union hall.
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Local 249’s ramp crew, Tom Macomber, Phil Rangel, Jeff Chisam and Matt Holsted built a wheelchair ramp for Diana Gilson, the mother of Local 31 member Vaughn Gilson
who was on strike at the Fairfax Assembly Plant in Kansas City, Kan. Gilson’s girlfriend Pamela Wimbish is a caretaker while Gilson is at work or on the picket line. Photo by
Don Lehman.

Local 249 ramp crew helps striking GM worker
By Pat Hayes
Striking UAW Local 31 member Vaughn Gilson was dealing with all the
worries that other workers at the Fairfax Assembly Plant in Kansas City,
Kan. were struggling with as the General Motors strike entered its fifth
week: There was the loss of pay. The sudden, shocking loss of health care
insurance. Most of all the uncertainty about what the future would bring.
Gilson, a 33-year GM veteran, ing for her in their Lawson, Mo. home.
works in paint repair. As the strike Because she is wheelchair bound and
dragged on into its sixth week, his has very limited mobility, she’s stayfunds were starting to dry up.
ing in their living room.
“It’s well worth the fight,” says
“She has lots of doctors appointGilson. “We’re fighting for the middle ments,” says Wimbish. “We have five or
six sets of steps. It took almost an hour
class.
Gilson had an additional worry to get her in and out of the house.
Gilson and Wimbish reached
not shared by his brothers and sisters
out
to Kim Rowland, Local 249’s
on the Fairfax picket line, and it was
Community
Service Chair. Rowland
a big one. His mother, Diana Gilson,
wears
a
lot
of
hats for UAW members
suffers from dementia. He and his
at
the
Ford
Motor
Assembly Plant. In
girlfriend, Pamela Wimbish, were car8 November 2019 • First Local News

addition to chairing the Community
Service Committee, Rowland plays a
key role in strike preparation planning for the local and heads up the
local’s ramp crew.
Local 249’s ramp crew helps
disabled and housebound people
in the greater Kansas City Metro by
designing and building wheelchair
ramps for their homes free of charge.
Since the project began in 2012, the
crew has built more than 550 ramps.
When Gilson called Rowland to
inquire about getting a ramp for his
mother, Rowland told him she was
still working through a waitlist of
referrals from June.
“He was okay with that,” says
Rowland who has spent time on the
picket line with Local 31 workers and

knows firsthand how the uncertainty
and loss of pay weighs on the strikers.
“I thought about it all night,” says
Rowland. “I decided that building him
a ramp was the least we could do.”
The next day, Rowlands ramp
crew, Tom Macomber, Phil Rangel,
Jeff Chisam and Matt Holsted looked
at the job, purchased the material
and went to work. The ramp was completed Oct. 17.
“They did an amazing, first quality job,” says Gilson. “They did such a
good job, it makes me want to buy
a Ford.”
Gilson’s mother, Diana, really
enjoys the new ramp, says Wimbish. It
makes it easier to get her to appointments. “She enjoys going out to dinner and the ramp makes that easier.”

Local 249 ratifies new local agreement

O

By Jim Fisher

n October 7, the UAW Local 249 negotiating team reached a tentative agreement with Ford management at KCAP. I wish to thank
the negotiating team for the months of hard work and dedication
they have put in to bring together a local agreement that the membership
would be proud of.
In the days following the tenta- sults were that the membership had
tive agreement, fliers were distrib- overwhelmingly passed the new local
uted throughout the plant, and two agreement.
meetings we held at the Union Hall
At the time of this article the
so everyone could ask the negotiat- International Union contract with
ing team questions and review the Ford remains on an extension. This
language.
will be a very important set of negaOn October 20, the ratification tions as topics such as pay, health
vote and union meeting was held at care, temporary workers, and product
Winnetonka High School. Again, the commitments for plants will all be on
negotiating team held an additional the table.
When any information about the
two explanation meetings. In addiNational
contract becomes available,
tion to the reading of the language,
we
will
get
it to the membership as
all language changes were posted on
soon
as
we
can.
a projector screen and booklets were
So there is no confusion about
available for members to review all
language changes.
the upcoming holidays, Vice PresiOur goal was to be very transpar- dent Gamble sent out a letter stating
ent with rolling out the new contract that under the extension both parties
to the membership. We are a very have agreed that Veterans Day will be
large local and not everything goes observed on November 11, and the
perfect all the time, but I feel there Thanksgiving holiday will be Novemwas a lot of effort made to answer ber 28 and 29.
The plant has announced the reas many questions as possible. Once
balance
periods for the new models.
all the votes had been cast the re-

Bargaining Chairman Jim Fisher addresses local agreement questions during
explanation meetings held at the Winnetonka High School before and after the
October membership meeting. Photo by Don Lehman
For Transit, the 2020 rebalance period
will begin on Wednesday, November
6, 2019. Since this is a major model
launch, the rebalance period will run
through the 2020 build-out date. For
truck side, the rebalance period will
begin on Wednesday, November 13
and will end on Friday March 13.

On October 22 and 23, John
Savona who is the Vice President
of North American Manufacturing
for Ford Motor Company visited our
plant. This has been John’s second
visit to Kansas City this year, and
just like last time our meetings went
very well.

Women’s Committee
Annual Breakfast with Santa
Saturday December 14th
at the Union Hall
8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Tickets $10.00 in advance or
$12.00 at the door
Pancakes and Gluten Free Pancakes
Plus a topping bar will be available
(Children under 2 years eat free with
adult meal purchase)
You can purchase your advance tickets
from any committee members or at the
Union Hall

UAW Local 249 Women’s Committee
Second Annual Craft & Vendor Fair
December 14, 2019
1:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
(At the Union Hall)
$25.00 per booth
There is a limit of 15 booths available.
Please sign up before 5:00 PM
on November 26, 2019.
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Working people must do what politicians won’t

H

By Jason Starr

ere’s how it’s supposed to work. You go to the polls on election day
to vote for a candidate who will represent your interests once they
are in office.
But, how it’s supposed to work and rich hide trillions in secret offshore
how it actually does are two different accounts. It explains why our futures
things.
— once so bright — now seem so
The rich and their corporations uncertain.
now have so many billions at their disAll of these things explain why
posal that they effectively control the working people have begun to do
political process from top to bottom.
what the politicians refuse to do.
Almost every Republican and
Low wage workers have been
too many Democrats see only the fighting successfully since 2012 to inmoney that is dangled in front of them. crease the minimum wage. To do this,
They’ve forgotten who they’re sup- they had to take on the politicians —
posed to be working for.
who largely opposed their demand or
Local 249 is lucky in that we have $15 an hour and a union.
found a handful of elected officials
They won their victories by takwho are morally courageous enough ing to the streets in protest, by going
to reject corporate money and work for on strike and by circulating initiative
the people who elected them.
petitions to raise the minimum wage.
We know who they are because
One of the central battles took
they were the ones stood with us on the place here in Missouri last year when
picket line outside the GM Fairfax Plant. union members — led by Local 249 —
Unfor tunately, in the larger took to the streets to circulate petitions
scheme of things, these elected of- to overturn right to work. The massive
ficials are a tiny minority in both Jef- rejection of that anti-worker bill by
ferson City and Topeka.
Missouri voters proves how much the
The rich and their corporations governor and legislatures stand in
rule both states — and the nation — in opposition to the true interests of the
their own interests. That’s why nothing people of this state.
is getting done for the vast majority of
Last year, teachers went on strike
Americans.
in West Virginia, Oklahoma, Arizona,
That’s why GM continues to move Colorado, Kentucky, and North Caroproducts overseas. It’s why taxes on lina. They won big victories that imthe rich go down as the tax burden on proved dismally low teacher pay and
working Americans goes up. It’s the forced legislators and governors to
reason wages have stagnated as the begin to adequately fund education

NEED HELP?

Are you worried about money?
Do you have problems on the
job? Is someone in your family ill? Has a loved one passed
away? Have you been physically
or mentally abused? Are there
drug or alcohol problems in
your family? Having thoughts of
suicide?
The UAW Chaplaincy Committee
is here is listen or to offer spiritual
advice. Call the Union Hall at 816454-6333 and the Local will put you in
touch with one of our caring Chaplaincy Committee members.
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Local 249 President Jason Starr chairs the local contract ratification meeting at
Winnetonka High School Oct. 20. Photo by Don Lehman.
in their states.
They were joined by thousands
of hotel workers in Chicago, Boston,
Detroit, Honolulu, and San Francisco.
The UAW strike against General
Motors has drawn massive support
across the nation showing that working people everywhere identify with
the issues we are fighting for.
As I write this, teachers in Chicago
have launched a massive strike to get

more support staff, higher raises and
class-size limits — all things that will
benefit teachers, student and the city.
What we are learning is that voting
is not enough. We must vote, but we
must also take action in the streets to
force elected officials to do what they
should have done in the first place —
work for the American people who
elect them instead of the corporations
who pay them.

UAW-Ford
Fitness Center
Open Monday through Friday
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. (22 hrs.)
Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Sunday 2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Located in the Education Bldg.
Call 459-1945 for more information.

Benefits changes coming in 2020

B

By Natalie Wood

enefits rep. Steve Hibbs spoke the changes that are coming in January
2020. We should all have received our benefits highlights in the mail.
The information packet will explain to us the changes in our benefits.
When in doubt please call your benefits trust. Members enrolled in Kaiser
or HealthPartners do not have pharmacy coverage through Express Scripts
and therefore there is no change to the current pharmacy benefits. All other
medical plans have prescription drug coverage provided by Express Scripts.
Region 5 retiree rep. Eldon Kinche- rely on social media to give us the truth
loe reported on Delta Dental and our about our issues. Always fact check to
vision plans for retirees. He is fighting be sure that what the media is saying is
to ensure that the retirees get the same actually true. Social media sometimes
coverage as our active members have.
lies to persuade us in the wrong direcTanya Moore from Blue Cross and tion. Check the facts before sharing
Blue Shield was present and made information.
herself available to answer any quesAnniversaries are always recogtions or concerns about health care. nized at our retirees meeting. One
It would be helpful if you brought any couple Jerry and Betty Sanson are
questionable bills with you so she can celebrating 60 years of marriage. We
look over them and get back with you. had 13 other members celebrating
We appreciate her for all she does for birthdays for the months of Septemour members.
ber and October combined. We sang
Chairman Mel Thompson reported happy anniversary and birthday songs
that due to the few cancelled retirees’ to them all.
meetings in the past, we will increase
As we meet in fellowship, we must
the number of hams that will be given always acknowledge our losses as
away at our Thanksgiving and Christ- well. For the month of August, Lonnie
mas retirees meeting. This may be an E. Heavelow passed away. September
incentive to come join us in November deaths are Steven M Brown, Gavin S.
Ebert, , Sherman A. Conn, Alvin Ray
and December.
There were 88 members who at- Thomas Smith, Raymond W. Pauls and
tended our October retirees meeting. Lawrence M. Quiroz. In July Estelle W.
Executive board member Larry Thruston passed.
We want our members and famRupp spoke on the GM union strike.
ily
members
to report any deaths of
He asked that we the membership not
Get the official APP of United Auto
Workers Local 249!
Connect with us to get the latest updates, sign up for text alerts, learn about
Local 249 events, take action, and read
stories that are relevant to you.
Download from the Google Play Store
http://bit.ly/2qZwEq6 or Apple Store
http://apple.co/2qq5E0l

Retirees learn about changes to their healthcare coverage at the October Retiree
meeting. Photo by Don Lehman.
our membership by calling our union
hall. We can only recognize them if we
know. We don’t want to leave anyone
out. Please keep these families in your
prayers.
We had no new reported retirees
for the month of August and 2 retirees
for the month of September: Tracy L.
Rake and Carl M. West. Congratulations

to them both for their many years of
service. Feel free to come join at our
next retirees meeting on November
20,2019 at 10:00 a.m.
Bingo will be held on November
22, 2019 starting at 11:00 at Local
249 union hall. Please bring a white
elephant gift and a covered dish or
dessert to share and join the fun.

Plan for your future
Retirement Workshop
UAW Local 249
TESPHE and In- Progression
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 2019
4:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
UAW 249 Union Hall
8040 US-Highway 69
Pleasant Valley, MO 64068
You may sign up at the Union Hall
7:30-5:30 Monday - Friday

Like us on
Facebook

www.facebook.com/
UAWLocal249

WORKSHOP TOPICS
TESPHE Investment Strategies
Retirement Planning and Timing
Retirement Income Strategies
Understanding Your Benefits
Planning In A Volatile Market
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Clergy from different faiths and congregations in the Kansas City area joined striking workers of UAW Local 31 on the picket line at the Fairfax Assembly Plant Oct. 8. Photo
by Pat Hayes.

KC clergy condemn GM’s greed

G

By Pat Hayes

reed is one of the seven deadly sins. That is why clergy from different faiths and congregations in the Kansas City area joined striking
workers from UAW Local 31 on the picket line at the Fairfax Assembly
Plant Oct. 8 to condemn the greed of General Motors and call on the company
to sit down with its employees and end the strike.
Standing with pickets at the GM it’s just wrong for Mary Barra, the CEO
Fairfax gate in Kansas City, Kan., the of GM, to make $22 million dollars a
Rev. Rodney Williams, senior pastor year, 281 times that of the medium
at Swope Parkway United Christian income of the company’s employees,”
Church, and president of MO Faith he said.
Voices and the Kansas City Branch
GM’s greed is well documented.
of the NAACP, praised the critical While the company has been profrole GM workers played in the com- itable every year since the UAW
pany’s resurgence following its 2008 and taxpayers rescued it in 2009,
bankruptcy.
autoworker wages have declined 16
The company’s responsibility to percent in real (inflation adjusted)
provide stable jobs with adequate terms, according to the Center for Aupay and benefits for its workforce, tomotive Research, an independent,
said Rev. Williams, is an economic non-profit, research organization.
as well as moral issue for the auto Despite that, the company demands
that workers pay more for their
industry and the country.
“I am standing with you because health care.
it is wrong for GM to cut 15,000 jobs
GM made $35 billion in profits
in our plants by stopping the produc- in North America over the last three
tion of the Chevy Cruze in the United years, yet it is closing auto plants in
States while it continues to assemble the U.S. and moving production to
the vehicle in Mexico and import it Mexico where starting wages are just
into the U.S.,” Rev. Williams told strik- $1.90 per hour.
Outside the Fairfax plant, the
ing workers.
Rev.
Donna Simon, senior pastor at
“I am standing with you because
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St. Mark’s Hope and Peace Church,
added her voice, saying, “These workers have said ‘enough.’ It is immoral
and unamerican to continue to ask
them to make sacrifices as shareholders and folks with corner offices do
better and better.
“We are here to ask General Motors to live out the values this company has professed publicly. Return
to the days when your workers had
a share in your prosperity. It is the
faithful thing to do. It is the American
thing to do.”
GM’s greed not only hurts the
workers at its plants, it hurts the communities where they live. There are
approximately 2,200 UAW members
at the GM Fairfax plant. It is estimated
that each job on the Fairfax assembly
line creates an additional 9 jobs at
supplier plants and in transportation.
As these jobs disappear, the communities and businesses that rely on
them are also affected.
The Rev. Stephanie Swanson,
senior pastor at Crossroads Church,
told striking UAW members that, “Our
faith calls us to speak up, to stand up,
to take action in the face of injustice.

And you, our friends, our neighbors,
are suffering at the hands of an injustice called corporate greed. You
have invested in a company that has
mistreated you and neglected you.
A company that has benefited off of
your hard labor and skills while not
ensuring you the livelihood that you
deserve.”
Greed, said the medieval theologian Thomas Aquinas, “is a sin directly
against one’s neighbor, since one
man cannot over-abound in external
riches, without another man lacking
them.”
Kansas City clergy members have
joined striking UAW members to
call on GM to renounce greed. They
recognize that the strike workers are
waging there is about the soul of
America.
It’s about doing the right thing.
UAW members are leading a fight
over what kind of country we will be:
a country torn to shreds by inequality,
or a country in which all are rewarded
for the work they do. True religious
leaders of all faiths recognize that –
in a very real way – UAW members at
GM are doing God’s work.

